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ACMG Ski Guiding Manual
2023-11-15

this manual was developed to support the acmg s training and
assessment program tap courses in the ski guiding stream and as
a reference for acmg certified guides

ACMG Climbing Guide Manual
2023-06-01

this manual was developed to support the acmg s training and
assessment program tap courses in the hiking and mountain
guiding streams and as a reference for acmg certified guides

Pushing the Limits
2000

recipient of the banff mountain book festival s canadian rockies
award a book to be read and digested then sampled then read and
dipped into often a fine achievement for this dedicated author
bruce fairley canadian alpine journal holy shit waaaaaaaaat a
fabbbbbulous tome tami knight illustrator mountaineer this
important new book tells the story of canada s 200 year
mountaineering history through the use of stories and pictures
chic scott documents the evolution of climbing in canada he
introduces us to the early mountain pioneers and the modern day
climbing athletes he takes us to the crags and the gyms from the
west coast to quebec and from the yukon to the rockies but most
importantly scott showcases canadian climbers the routes that
challenged them the peaks that inspired them their insatiable
desire to climber harder to push the limits begin the trek through
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canada s climbing history learn about swiss guides hired by cpr
hotels who ushered in the glory years of first ascents continue
through to the turn of the twentieth century when british and
american climbers of leisure found themselves hampered by the
difficulties of travel through the canadian wilderness learn about
the european immigrants of the 1950s who pushed the limits on
the rock walls and the american superstars who led the search for
frightening new routes on the big north faces be there when
british expatriates pioneer an exciting new trend in world
mountaineering waterfall ice climbing witness the popular growth
of sport climbing both on the crags and in the gyms finally enjoy
the story of home grown climbers initially slow to take up the
challenge both at home and overseas they are now leaders in the
climbing world

At the Top
1996

the towering peaks of the canadian rockies and columbia
mountains rival the european alps in fame when travelling or
climbing hiking or skiing in these areas have you ever wondered
where the names of the peaks rivers and lakes came from or who
named them and why in canadian mountain place names the
authors have used their scope of knowledge and expertise along
with many outside sources to compile an entertaining and
informative treatise on the toponymy of this increasingly popular
alpine region originally published as place names of the canadian
alps this new edition is completely revised and updated illustrated
with glen boles and roger laurilla s stunning photographs as well
as boles intricate line drawings this book is a must have not only
for avid mountaineers skiers and hikers but also for locals and
visitors with an interest in these regions for the authors this book
has been a labour of love for the mountains as well as for all those
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who care about the mountains

Canadian Mountain Place Names
2006

the profession of guiding in north america has a long and
distinguished history that dates back more than one hundred
years in that time a great number of guides from around the
world including canada have used and revised traditional
techniques and developed skills specifically suited to local areas
today s guiding industry is based on this groundwork and
continues to evolve at a significant pace this manual defines
technical guidelines for professional guides who are trained and
certified by the association of canadian mountain guides acmg
however no one person or organization can lay claim to the
techniques included here

ACMG Core Guiding Skills Manual
2015-09-21

introduces the reader to the exciting world of heli skiing and
alpine adventure through the life of renowned adventurer and
robust entrepreneur hans gmoser hans gmoser 1932 2006 was
the most influential mountaineer in canada of the last fifty years
through innovation hard work perseverance and an appetite for
adventure gmoser evolved from penniless immigrant to mountain
guide for kings queens and prime ministers he also played a
major role in creating what is now western canada s dynamic
mountain adventure community known primarily as the inventor
of heli skiing and the founder of canadian mountain holidays cmh
gmoser also garnered recognition as a talented rock climber
tireless expedition leader successful mountain guide renowned
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filmmaker community organizer and vibrant businessman told
from all aspects of his fascinating life and including some of
gmoser s own words chic scott weaves together a compelling
story based on the diaries expedition journals film commentaries
and personal correspondence of this charismatic and inspiring
figure

Deep Powder and Steep Rock
2014

on january 20 2003 at 10 45 a m a massive avalanche released
from tumbledown mountain in the selkirk range of british
columbia tonnes of snow carried 13 members of two guided
backcountry skiing groups down the 37 degree incline of a run
called la traviata and buried them after a frantic hour of digging
by remaining group members an unthinkable outcome became
reality seven people were dead the tragedy made international
news splashing photos of the seven dead canadian and us skiers
on television screens and the pages of newspapers the official
analysis did not specifically note guide error as a contributing
factor in the accident this interpretation has been insufficient for
some of the victims families the public and some members of the
guiding community why did the guiding team seemingly ignore a
particularly troublesome snowpack why were two groups
travelling so close together were the guides adhering to best
practices for terrain selection and snow stability evaluation what
motivated them to go there buried is the assistant guide s story it
renders an answerable truth about what happened by delving
deep into the human factors that played into putting people in
harm s way the story begins buried metres deep in snow and
through care filled reflection emerges slowly like spring after a
long winter nurturing a hopeful courageous dialogue for all who
make journeys through the mountains of their life the story
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illustrates the peace that comes from accountability and the
growth that results from understanding

Buried
2003

recipient of the banff mountain book festival s canadian rockies
award the great wall of stone rising so prominently above the
trans canada highway between calgary and banff is the birthplace
of modern rockclimbing in the canadian rockies it was 50 years
ago in 1952 that hans gmoser and leo grillmair first took up the
challenge since then yam has been the scene of both triumph and
tragedy events meticulously documented by scott and dornian
gadd gives us the background the geology and human history and
ends with a walk up the backside detailing the flora and fauna

The Yam
2023-11-17

the canadian mountain assessment provides a first of its kind look
at what we know do not know and need to know about mountain
systems in canada the assessment is based on insights from first
nations métis and inuit knowledges of mountains as well as
findings from an extensive assessment of pertinent academic
literature its inclusive knowledge co creation approach brings
these multiple forms of evidence together in ways that enhance
our collective understanding of mountains in canada while also
respecting and maintaining the integrity of different knowledge
systems the canadian mountain assessment is a text based
document but also includes a variety of visual materials as well as
access to video recordings of oral knowledges shared by
indigenous individuals from mountain areas in canada the
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assessment is the result of over three years of work during which
time the initiative played an important role in connecting and
cultivating relationships between mountain knowledge holders
from across canada it is the outcome of contributions from more
than 80 indigenous and non indigenous individuals and contains
six chapters introduction mountain environments mountains as
homelands gifts of the mountains mountains under pressure
desirable mountain futures by way of these chapters the canadian
mountain assessment aims to enhance appreciation for the
diversity and significance of mountains in canada to clarify
challenges and opportunities for mountain systems in the country
and to motivate and inform new research relationships and
actions that support the realization of desirable mountain futures
more broadly the canadian mountain assessment provides
insights into applied reconciliation efforts in a knowledge
assessment context and seeks to inspire similar knowledge co
creation efforts in and beyond canada

Canadian Mountain Assessment
2008

years ago the dominion of canada stretching as it does over
thousands of miles covered with dense forests watered by
unnumbered rivers and dotted over with countless lakes was a
land in many places as difficult of access as siberia and its rocky
mountains the back bone of the continent were almost unknown
stutfield colliefirst published in 1903 climbs exploration in the
canadian rockies details the mountaineering adventures of hugh
stutfield and j norman collie while the two were together during
various explorations in the area north of lake louise alberta
between 1898 and 1902 stutfield and collie journeyed through the
mountain towns valleys and passes of the rockies where collie
completed numerous first ascents and discovered fresh views of
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lake louise and the columbia icefields

Climbs and Exploration in the Canadian
Rockies
2010

ecology and wonder celebrates western canada s breathtaking
landscape the book makes several remarkable claims the greatest
cultural achievement in the mountain region of western canada
may be what has been preserved not what has been developed
protecting the spine of the rocky mountains will preserve crucial
ecological functions because the process of ecosystem
diminshment and species loss has been slowed an ecological
thermostat has been kept alive this may well be an important
defence against future impacts of climate change in the canadian
west

Ecology & Wonder in the Canadian
Rocky Mountain Parks World Heritage
Site
2012-02-01

rmb is pleased to present the third edition of summits and
icefields 1 alpine ski tours in the canadian rockies one of our
bestselling guidebooks researched and written by legendary
alpinist chic scott with the assistance of mountain guide mark
klassen this guidebook will continue to be the bible of ski
mountaineers in the rockies there will be plenty of new tours in
the book particularly in newly developed areas where skiers can
grab a few powder turns near the road information on other areas
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will be either greatly expanded or completely rewritten and
updated the entire book will be printed in colour showcasing
many mouthwatering ski images and destinations digital shaded
maps prepared from satellite imagery will illustrate the routes
and terrain and will allow this guidebook to set a new standard
for ski guidebooks in north america the companion volume
summits and icefields 2 alpine ski tours in the columbia
mountains will appear in autumn 2012

Summits & Icefields 1
2011-04-15

we seemed to have reached that horizon and the limit of all
endurance to sit with folded hands and listen calmly to the stories
of the hills we so longed to see the hills which had lured and
beckoned us for years before this long list of men had ever set
foot in the country mary t s schäffer mary t s schäffer was an avid
explorer and one of the first non native women to venture into the
heart of the canadian rocky mountains where few women or men
had gone before first published in 1911 old indian trails of the
canadian rockies is schäffer s story of her adventures in the
traditionally male dominated world of climbing and exploration it
also sheds light on native and non native relations at the early
part of the 20th century full of daring adventure and romantic
depictions of camp life set against the grand backdrop of canada s
mountain landscapes the book introduces readers to various
characters from the annals of canadian mountaineering history
including arthur philemon coleman billy warren sid unwin bill
peyto and jimmy simpson old indian trails of the canadian rockies
is certain to entertain and enlighten 21st century readers
historians hikers and climbers
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Old Indian Trails of the Canadian
Rockies
2012-05-15

this then is a book of mountaineering not presenting the canadian
rockies in their entirety no single volume will ever do that but
including many of the finest things it is also a book of mountain
travel under conditions such as perhaps the european traveller
experienced in the alps during the eighteenth century finally it is
a book of mountain history for here is geography in the making
and with a tradition behind it a story that has never been properly
gathered together and whose details in part at least are gone
forever from the preface by j monroe thorington completely re
edited re designed and containing with an impressive collection of
archival photos and maps the glittering mountains of canada is a
must read for anyone interested in mountain literature the book s
position in the pantheon of outdoor writing as a classic is only
further enhanced and supported by the passionate foreword by
well known mountain historian and environmental writer robert
william sandford who urges the contemporary reader to embrace
thorington s belief in the importance of landscape and the poetry
of place this is a book that deserves to be read and appreciated
alongside the work of wallace stegner henry david thoreau and
sid marty

The Glittering Mountains of Canada
2016

winner of the 2017 alberta readers choice award fifty percent of
mountaineering is uphill is the enthralling true story of jasper s
willi pfisterer a legend in the field of mountaineering and safety
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in the rocky mountains for more than thirty years willi was an
integral part of jasper s alpine landscape guiding climbers up to
the highest peaks and rescuing them from perilous situations
originally from austria this mountain man came to canada in the
1950s to assail the rockies and stayed to become an integral part
of mountain safety in western canada and the yukon his daughter
susanna pfisterer has shaped his stories and lectures as an
engaging and educational adventure story that features over 100
archival photographs including avalanches in the national parks
highlights from climbing 1600 peaks and participating in over 700
rescues and guiding adventures with prime ministers
accompanied by the humorous wisdom of the sidehillgouger
readers will traverse an historical and spectacular terrain

Fifty Percent of Mountaineering Is
Uphill
1991

annotation this guide is considered a classic of mountaineering
literature

Selected Alpine Climbs in the Canadian
Rockies
2011

there is a wonderful fascination about mountains their massive
grandeur majesty of lofty height splendour of striking outline crag
and pinnacle and precipice seem to appeal both to the intellect
and to the inmost soul of man and to compel a mingled reverence
and love james outram first published in 1923 in the heart of the
canadian rockies is outram s record of his adventures and exploits
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in the early years of the 20th century among the massive
mountains straddling the alberta british columbia boundary
throughout his time in western canada outram crossed paths with
numerous colourful characters swiss guides hunters cowboys and
outfitters as well as previous climbers and explorers whose
journeys he discusses at length it is this comprehensive detailing
not only of outram s own climbs but also those of mountaineers
who preceded him that gives in the heart of the canadian rockies
the air of a grand overview of the early years of climbing in
western canada with its many references also to burgeoning
alpine towns in both alberta and british columbia this third
volume in the mountain classics collection is an open invitation
for readers climbers and adventurers to follow in the footsteps of
this avid early mountaineer and passionate outdoorsman into the
rugged beautiful landscape of the western canadian mountains

In the Heart of the Canadian Rockies
2009

winner of the canadian rockies award at the 2005 banff mountain
book festival this comprehensive climber s guide and history of
the 54 11 000 foot peaks in the canadian rockies celebrates in
words and images these breathtaking summits and the wilderness
settings over which they tower this book uniquely captures and
distills the lively and frequently forgotten accounts of the
pioneering climbers and their various routes each entry provides
a vivid description of the peak an extensive history of the early
ascents of it and a detailed description of moderate to
intermediate routes including access and approach information
now extensively updated the text is liberally illustrated with route
and climbing photos both contemporary and historical and
includes detailed area maps
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The 11,000ers of the Canadian Rockies
2006

canadian rock climbing was born on the big flat face of yamnuska
for more than 50 years aspiring youth and grizzled veterans have
been putting up new routes on the south facing slab that faces the
sun and attracts climbers every month of the year in the first ever
climbing guide to the yam you will find 115 routes described in
detail and accompanied by maps and photographs yamnuska
holds a special place in the hearts of people who seek adventure
climbs range in grade from 5 5 through 5 12 and styles
encompass the very bold to the more conservative the cliff is
steeped in history there is a spiritual nature that is hard to
explain but many climbers have shared this feeling after a day
scaling her lofty heights partnerships develop between friends
and the mountain that can last a lifetime

Yamnuska Rock
2012-12

this new edition of summits icefields 2 alpine ski tours in the
columbia mountains continues rmb s tradition of offering snow
enthusiasts updated editions of our bestselling guidebooks
researched and written by legendary alpinist chic scott with the
assistance of certified mountain guide mark klassen this
guidebook along with its companion volume summits icefields 1
alpine ski tours in the canadian rockies rmb 2011 will continue to
be the bibles for ski mountaineers looking to experience the
winter grandeur of western canada s mountain ranges completely
revised and updated this new edition will feature both classic and
new tours along with information on a variety of locations that
has either been greatly expanded or freshly redone including the
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ever popular sections on rogers pass and the bugaboos to rogers
pass traverse with stunning full colour photos throughout and
featuring digitally shaded maps prepared from satellite imagery
these new editions will set a unique standard for ski guidebooks
in north america

Summits and Icefields
2005

chic scott covers all aspects of the sport ranging from the ski
jumpers at rossland in the 1890s to the birth of ski lodges and ski
resorts to the heliskiers loppet racers and snowboarders of today

Powder Pioneers
1930

since moving to the rockies of western canada in 1984 lynn
martel has spent countless hours and days exploring the
mountain wilderness with her many experienced friends as well
as some of the best known and well informed professional guides
in the outdoor adventure business waking up in tents and
backcountry huts hiking and skiing up valleys over passes and
across glaciers rock climbing mountain biking caving paddling
and horseback riding have all become integral parts of martel s
life in the mountain west since the mid 1990s martel has shared
the beauty and the magic of the region s inspiring wilderness
destinations through finely crafted tales of her own adventures
and also those of the rockies most colourful and iconic adventure
personalities her vast amount of experience and insight into the
most popular activities available to tourists locals and the most
skilled and competent weekend warriors infuse this collection of
20 of her best adventure stories complete with colour
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photographs and maps difficulty ratings seasonal details and
general information these stories will inspire those seeking to
experience adventures at their own level in and around
kananaskis country canmore lake louise and banff yoho and
jasper national parks

The Canadian Alpine Journal
2018

the author draws on personal experience to record the history of
park wardens in the canadian rockies and to make an ecological
statement that mourns our violation of nature s beauty and
integrity winner of the canadian authors association literary
award

Our Canadian Mountain Provinces
[microform]
2011-06-15

mountain rescue in western canada developed through the
canadian pacific railway s use of swiss guides to enhance the
climbing experience in the early 1900s these guides brought their
knowledge of mountain rescue to the canadian rockies as
climbing gained in popularity with the emerging middle classes
after the second world war tragic accidents became more
common two accidents in 195455 the deaths of a group of female
climbers from mexico on mt victoria and a group of philadelphia
schoolboys on mt temple forced the government to develop a
professional mountain rescue team through the park warden
service under the tutelage of walter perren a swiss guide and the
father of mountain rescue in canada perren essentially turned
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cowboys into competent rescue personnel and the story takes off
from there following five principal men through the first 50 years
of mountain rescue in canada guardians of the peaks also looks at
all aspects of the rescue experience it is the story of personal
tragedy and the ability of individuals to cope with this stress laced
demanding occupation

Tales and Trails
1978

in 1912 mary vaux a botanist glaciologist painter and
photographer wrote about her mountain adventures a day on the
trail or a scramble over the glacier or even with a quiet day in
camp to get things in order for the morrow s conquests some how
when once this wild spirit enters the blood i can hardly wait to be
off again vaux s compulsion was shared by many women whose
intellects imaginations and spirits rose to the challenge of the
mountains between the late nineteenth and mid twentieth
centuries this wild spirit explores a sampling of women s creative
responses in fiction and travel writing photographs and paintings
embroidery and beadwork letters and diaries poetry and posters
to their experiences in the rocky mountains of canada

Men for the Mountains
2006

excerpt from the glittering mountains of canada a record of
exploration and pioneer ascents in the canadian rockies 1914
1924 athabaska rivers it is his desire to place on record the
results of three major expeditions into the moun tain area of the
continental divide between the canadian pacific and the canadian
national rail roads together with less strenuous excursions among
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some of the beauty spots which every trans canadian traveller
should see in this way it is hoped that a volume will have been
produced alike of interest to the leisurely excursionist and to the
more strenuous climber of peaks about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works

Guardians of the Peaks
2012-02-01

over the past 100 years climbers have been pushing standards in
the canadian rockies from long alpine ridges to steep north faces
the rockies are synonymous with cutting edge ascents peaks such
as robson chephren kitchener the twins and alberta elude the
many and reward the few many of the big faces were climbed
between the 1960s and 1990 the golden age of alpinism in the
rockies the men and women who first were part of that set high
standards future alpinists read old journals and guidebooks
hoping to experience what the alpine pioneers did for most the
rockies require a certain edge that comes with age humiliation
and failure perhaps the ones who drink the most whisky dream of
the biggest peaks and sleep with snowballs in their hands are the
ones rewarded with the momentary triumph of coming to a draw
with one of these mountains this is not a guidebook rather it is a
narrative history by the people who risked life and limb to
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establish these long difficult and sometimes scary climbs

This Wild Spirit
2017-12-11

annotation completely revised and updated with over 50 new
scrambles 156 easy peaks with a wide range of difficulty suitable
for novice climbers and experience hikers who want a little more
challenge illustrated with 188 route photographs

The Glittering Mountains of Canada
2016-03-18

journey through the canadian mountains a comprehensive guide
to adventure and appreciation is an immersive exploration of the
awe inspiring canadian rockies encapsulating the essence of
outdoor adventure ecological wonder and cultural significance
this book is a valuable companion for anyone seeking to discover
understand and embrace the splendor of one of north america s
most iconic mountain ranges through vivid descriptions practical
tips and captivating narratives readers embark on a seasonal
expedition experiencing the transformative beauty of spring
wildflowers the peak hiking season of summer the vibrant foliage
of fall and the serene winter wonderland each chapter unfolds a
tapestry of landscapes wildlife encounters and indigenous
connections inviting readers to appreciate the mountains in all
their seasonal glory delving deeper the book provides essential
trip planning advice from obtaining permits and choosing
accommodations to understanding mountain weather and wildlife
safety it emphasizes responsible hiking practices and
environmental conservation empowering readers to tread lightly
and preserve the pristine wilderness for generations to come
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furthermore the book celebrates the geological marvels and
biodiversity of the canadian rockies unraveling the geological
history diverse flora and fauna that thrive in these rugged
terrains it also highlights the cultural significance of mountain
landscapes shedding light on indigenous perspectives and
practices rooted in deep reverence for the land written with
passion and expertise journey through the canadian mountains is
not just a guidebook it s a gateway to a profound connection with
nature and a celebration of the remarkable landscapes that define
canada s wilderness whether you re an avid adventurer nature
lover or curious explorer this book promises to inspire inform and
enrich your journey into the heart of the canadian rockies

The Bold and Cold
2006-04-10

iconic and classic images of the canadian rockies are taken to
new heights and completely reimagined in this stunning collection
of contemporary photography by paul zizka as a professional
photographer and versatile adventurer paul has been able to
access remarkable backcountry landscapes and dizzying peaks
throughout the mountains of western canada the result is a
collection of images that highlight difficult conditions and hard to
reach places alpine sports and backcountry experiences unusual
angles of common mountain subjects and stars northern lights
and dramatic silhouettes together this portfolio represents over
100 of the most breathtaking and unique views of the rockies to
be published in years paul s photography has won numerous
awards throughout the world including the vancouver
international mountain film festival photography competition
landscapes category first place 2012 alpinist magazine ice
climbing photography contest first place 2011 world energy
council energy photo of the year competition winning image 2011
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edinburgh mountain film festival photo competition climbing
category winning image 2011 and many more

Scrambles in the Canadian Rockies
2024-05-12

arthur philemon coleman was a passionate canadian and one of
the first to truly discover the beauty and majesty of this country s
mountain ranges as an explorer geologist and mountaineer in
1884 before the railway traversed the rocky and columbia
mountains coleman headed west on the first of what would be
eight mountaineering expeditions making his way on foot and
pack horse with native guides and without over passes in alberta
and british columbia first published in 1911 this new edition gives
modern day readers a glimpse of the early days of
mountaineering in the canadian west it paints a sympathetic
picture of the rugged men and women who opened the region and
of the hardships they endured in his travels he encountered some
of the main characters in canadian mountaineering history
including mary schÄffer joby beaver frank sibbald reverend
george kinney and adolphus moberly

Hiking Canadian Mountains
1979

artenbestand

Cloud Walkers
2013-10-14

a full colour comprehensive scrambling guide to the increasingly
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popular mountain landscapes located in the northwestern reaches
of the rocky mountains following in the footsteps of classic
publications such as scrambles in the canadian rockies and more
scrambles in the canadian rockies a peakbagger s guide to the
canadian rockies north pulls back the curtain on the vast sea of
summits from the columbia icefield northwards the authors
describe over 100 routes to peaks of all sizes and difficulties from
simple alpine hikes on well defined trails to challenging
scrambles and focused alpine climbs routes are included for
peaks in all four corners of jasper national park willmore
wilderness park and mount robson provincial park as well as
peaks near the towns of cadomin hinton grande cache and
valemount each summit has well described ascent and descent
routes supported by stunning photographs of the majestic
wilderness of the northern rockies described routes range from
short single day trips to more aggressive multi day expeditions a
peakbagger s guide to the canadian rockies has something for
everyone looking to enjoy the splendour of canada s mountains

Summits and Starlight
2009-05

ski trails in the canadian rockies describes over 150 trails tours
and traverses for the nordic skier in the five rocky mountain
national parks kananaskis country and in neighbouring mount
assiniboine mount robson provincial parks

The Canadian Rockies
1883
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Catalogue of Canadian Plants
2017

A Peakbagger's Guide to the Canadian
Rockies
2005

Ski Trails in the Canadian Rockies
1987

Spud's Dream
1905

Our Canadian Mountain Provinces
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